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ABSTRACT 

AIM: The aim of research is to classify the cost prediction in health insurance using novel ranking with machine 

learning algorithms. Materials and Methods: The categorizing is performed by adopting  a sample size of n=10 

in Decision Tree and sample size n = 10 in Logistic Regression  algorithms was iterated 20 times for efficient 

and accurate analysis on labeled images with G power in 80% and threshold 0.05%, CI 95% mean and standard 

deviation. Results: The analysis of  the results shows that the Decision  Tree has a high accuracy of (94.30%) in 

comparison with the Logistic Regression algorithm (92.70%). There is a statistically significant difference 

between the study groups with (p<0.05). Conclusion: Prediction in classifying the  cost prediction in health 

insurance shows that the Decision Tree appears to generate better accuracy than the cost prediction Logistic 

Regression algorithm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The purpose of the research is to 

improve the accuracy of cost prediction in 

health insurance using novel 

categorization with machine learning 

algorithms (Rajczi 2019). It preimates the 

sequence of predicted health cost 

insurance using decision trees over novel 

logistic regression. It is found to be 

important in today’s world since health 

insurance  is more convenient for the 

patients with respect to various scenarios 

(Quadagno 2006) a widespread statistical 

phenomenon with potentially serious 

implications for health care. It can result in 

wrongly concluding that an effect is due to 

treatment when it is due to chance. 

Ignorance of the problem will lead to 

errors in decision making (Muremyi et al. 

2020; Baum et al. 2021; Pauly 2015). 

Doctors observe the views of different 

patients to make decisions. The 

applications of predicting health care costs 

for each patient with high certainty, 

problems such as accountability could be 

solved, enabling control over all parties 

involved in patients care. It could also be 

used for other applications such as risk 

assessment in the health insurance 

business, allowing competitive premium 

charges, or for the application of new 

policies by governments to improve public 

health (Rajczi 2019; Quadagno 2006). 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/ZRIn
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/jlmoL
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/I6j5x+bCckh+GctG7
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/I6j5x+bCckh+GctG7
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/ZRIn+jlmoL
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In distinguishing and forecasting 

cost prediction in health care  using novel 

ranking by comparing machine learning 

algorithm 880 journals from IEEE Xplore 

digital library, 480 articles from 

ScienceDirect, 1430 articles from google 

scholar and 498 articles from Decision 

Tree and novel Logistic Regression 

algorithm are two highly correlated parts 

in prediction of cost. In  this project is to 

create a model based on statistically 

significant factors independent variables 

which will affect premium charges 

dependent variables by an insurance 

company (Qudsi 2015). Among all the 

articles and journals the most cited paper is 

(Kharrazi et al. 2021) nearly 1340 people 

cited  these articles and this article is 

useful for future research. An application 

is also built which can be interlinked with 

the decision tree over novel logistic 

regression model to view the result on UI 

based on the input parameters (Burns 

2015). While the health care law in any 

country does have some rules for 

companies to follow to determine 

premiums concerning the value of 

insurance in the lives of  individuals, it  

becomes  important  for the  companies of 

insurance to be sufficiently precise to 

measure or quantify the amount  covered  

by this  policy  and the insurance charges 

which must be paid for it. The model is 

trained on insurance data from the past 

(Nakamura et al. 2021; Rushing 1986). 

The requisite factors to measure the 

payments can then be defined  as the  

model inputs, then the model can  

correctly anticipate insurance. We use a 

decision tree in this analysis since there are 

many independent variables used to 

calculate the dependent (target) variable. 

For this study, the dataset for cost of health 

insurance is used preprocessing of the 

datasets (Cebul et al. 2008).(Venu and 

Appavu 2021; Gudipaneni et al. 2020; 

Sivasamy, Venugopal, and Espinoza-

González 2020; Sathish et al. 2020; Reddy 

et al. 2020; Sathish and Karthick 2020; 

Benin et al. 2020; Nalini, Selvaraj, and 

Kumar 2020) 

 

Previously our team has a rich experience 

in working on various research projects 

across multiple disciplines(Venu and 

Appavu 2021; Gudipaneni et al. 2020; 

Sivasamy, Venugopal, and Espinoza-

González 2020; Sathish et al. 2020; Reddy 

et al. 2020; Sathish and Karthick 2020; 

Benin et al. 2020; Nalini, Selvaraj, and 

Kumar 2020).The methods which were 

used before have less accuracy and 

detection rate in predicting cost  in health 

insurance (Shiny Irene et al. 2021). 

Determine premiums,it’s really up to know 

the most important factors and how much 

statistical importance they hold. In order to 

sequence the methods and techniques in 

this research study, Decision Tree 

generally fares better than novel Logistic 

Regression (Rajczi 2019). It also takes 

more time to train a Decision Tree 

approach for analysing health Insurance 

datasets which are based on the model to 

increase with the size of the datasets. Its 

estimates and calculations are probably 

done using a characteristic technique. 

Applying Decision Tree over Logistic 

Regression model to Medical Insurance 

dataset to predict future insurance costs for 

the individuals (Willemse-Duijmelinck et 

al. 2017). Machine learning is a method of 

data analysis which sends 

instructions(programmable code) to code 

https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/3Fi8E
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/MJUZj
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/aLNPp
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/aLNPp
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/2lXxn+2SHzY
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/wEqoG
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/4CrUo+n6CsC+kEMvd+EhkJJ+W3BQI+229OQ+DwMcf+5Ff32
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https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/FkXq
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/ZRIn
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/1I71x
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/1I71x
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to computers so that they can learn from 

data (Cabrera 2011). Then, based on the 

learned data,they provide us with the 

predicted results/patterns. The aim of the 

research work is to predict the cost in 

health insurance using machine learning 

and comparing ML techniques Decision 

Tree over Logistic Regression. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The research work was performed 

in the Image Processing Lab, Department 

of computer Science and Engineering , 

Saveetha School of Engineering, Saveetha 

Institute of Medical and Technical 

Sciences, Chennai. Basically it is 

considered that two groups of classifiers 

are used, namely Decision Tree and 

Logistic Regression algorithms, which are 

used to predict cost in health insurance. 

Group 1 is the Decision Tree with the 

sample size of 10 and the Logistic 

Regression is Group 2 with sample size of 

10 and they are compared for more 

Accuracy score and Precision score values 

for choosing the best algorithm. The Pre- 

test analysis has been prepared by having a 

G power of 92% and threshold 0.05%, CI 

95% mean and standard deviation 

(Muremyi et al. 2020). Sample size has 

been calculated and it is identified that 10 

samples/ group in total 20 samples with a 

standard deviation for Decision Tree = 

94.3% and Logistic Regression = 

92.7%.Sample size has been calculated 

and it is identified as standard deviation 

for Decision Tree= 0.28270 and  Logistic 

Regression = 0.21107 . 

 

A minimum of 4GB ram is 

required to use and install all the necessary 

applications, and a minimum of i3 

processor to run all the applications and 

processes simultaneously. A minimum of 

50GB hard disk space is required to install 

the required software and files, and an 

internet connection is required to 

download and install all the necessary 

software and development environment to 

run this Novel Effective framework. 

Python programming language is used for 

the application. The version of python 

used is 3.9, and the IDLE is used to run 

and execute the application. 

 

Decision Tree 

Decision tree modeling is done by 

constructing a decision tree for the entire 

input data. In the Decision tree input 10 

variables are represented in the branches 

and output values are represented in the 

leaves. Decision tree is one of the 

predictive modeling approaches used in 

statistics, data mining and machine 

learning. Decision trees where the target 

variable can take continuous values 

(typically real numbers) are called 

regression trees. 

 

Pseudocode for Decision Tree 

Import pandas as pd 

Import Matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

Import DecisionTreeClassifier 

import Decision Tree as Dt 

compare from sklearn.tree import 

DecisionTreeClassifier 

skip from sklearn.linear_model import 

Decision Tree 

Data extraction from sklearn import svm 

initiate sklearn.metrics import accuracy 

score 

calculate sequence from 

sklearn.model_selection import 

train_test_split 

Find results from 

sklearn.feature_extraction.text import 

CountVectorizer 

count_vectorizer=CountVectorizer() 

https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/xls7w
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/I6j5x
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cv=count_vectorizer.fit() 

cv.shape 

Dt=Random forest() 

Dt.fit(X_train,Y_train) 

prediction_Dt=Dt.predict(X_test) 

Print(accuracy_score(prediction_Dt 

actiom_dt,Y_test)) 

 

Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression is a supervised 

learning classification algorithm used to 

predict the probability of a target variable. 

The nature of target or dependent variable 

is dichotomous, which means there would 

be only two possible classes. In simple 

words, the dependent variable is binary in 

nature having data coded as either 1 

(stands for success/yes) or 0 (stands for 

failure/no). Mathematically, a logistic 

regression model predicts P(Y=1) as a 

function of X. It is one of the simplest ML 

algorithms that can be used for various 

classification problems such as health 

Insurance cost prediction. In case of binary 

logistic regression, the target variables 

must be binary always and the desired 

outcome is represented by the factor level 

1 

 

 

Pseudocode for Logistic Regression 

Import Logistic Regression classifier  

import images  

Input file path [filename, pathname] = 

uigetfile({'*.jpg'; '*.bmp'; '*.tif'; '*.gif'; 

'*.png'; '*.jpeg'}, 

'Load Image File'  

if isequal(filename,0)||isequal(pathname,0) 

warndlg('Press OK to continue', 

'Warning'); 

else 

image aqa = imread([pathname filename]); 

imshow(image aqa); 

title('Input'); 

[ image aqa ] = Preprocess( image aqa ); 

imshow(image aqa); 

title('Preprocess'); 

image aqa = imresize(image aqa); 

Resize and reshape the images and form a 

cluster pixel; 

Get the infection image clearly by 

increasing the  pixel from iteration to 

iteration; 

Plot the graph for accuracy; 

Plot  the graph for specificity; 

Accuracy of the Logistic Regression 

classifier;  

 

Statistical Analysis 

The analysis was done using IBM 

SPSS version 21. It is a statistical software 

tool used for data analysis. For both 

proposed and existing algorithms 10 

iterations were done with a maximum of 

15 samples and for each iteration the 

predicted accuracy was noted for 

analyzing accuracy. There is a statistically 

significant difference between the study 

groups with (p<0.05). The value obtained 

from the iterations of the Independent 

Sample T-test was performed. The 

independent data sets are groups,accuracy 

and details. The Dependent values are 

patient data and cost. A detailed analysis 

has been done on these values for finding  

health insurance in machine learning. 

 

RESULTS 

The dataset is provided which 

selects the random samples from a given 

dataset for health insurance. The data is 

collected for a period of 10 days. Group 

Statistics of decision tree with logistic 

regression by grouping the iterations with 
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sample size 10,Mean = 0.92.Group 

Statistics of Decision Tree with Logistic 

Regression by grouping the iterations with 

Sample size 10,  Mean = 94.300 , Standard 

Deviation = 2.02430, Standard Error Mean 

= 0.64014. The data is collected for a 

period of 10 days.The model efficiently 

analyzes health insurance. The mean 

difference, standard deviation difference 

and significant difference of Decision Tree 

based cost prediction and Logistic 

Regression based cost prediction is 

tabulated in Table 3,which shows there is a 

significant difference between the two 

groups since p<0.001 with an independent 

sample T-Test. 

Table 1Health Insurance data set with five 

attributes which selects the random 

samples from a given dataset. Table 2 the 

dataset is the independent and dependent 

variable.Fig. 1 represents the comparison 

of Decision Tree over Logistic Regression  

in terms of mean accuracy. The dependent 

variables in Health Insurance cost 

prediction are predicted with the help of 

the independent variables. The statistical 

analysis of two independent groups shows 

that the Decision Tree has a higher 

accuracy mean (94.3%) compared to the 

Logistic Regression. 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this research clustering has proven to be 

a highly effective and versatile approach 

for prediction (Kharrazi et al. 2021; 

Muremyi et al. 2020). The applied 

unsupervised learning with R explains 

clustering methods,distribution 

analysis,data encoders,and features of R 

that enable us to to understand the given 

data better and get answers to our point of 

prediction problems. The most important 

features of detecting cost in health 

insurance using Decision Tree is 

empirically proven to be a highly effective 

than Logistic Regression classifier.It was 

observed that the important factors and the 

concept of health insurance (Muremyi et 

al. 2020; Baum et al. 2021) 

 

             It was observed that the important 

factors and the concept of cost prediction  

has been analysed based on the matrix for 

health insurance (Willemse-Duijmelinck et 

al. 2017). The discussion offers insights 

into the reasons for the development of the 

practical approach, a concrete 

methodology for its implementation and 

strategic and tactical applications of the 

cost prediction (Maharani et al. 2019). In 

this the decision tree is also used for 

predicting the output of the given data. 

Thus the decision tree shows the more 

accurate results in it (Daniel 2015) various 

factors which affect the predicted amount 

were examined. It was observed that a 

person's age and smoking status affects the 

prediction most in every algorithm 

applied. Attributes which had no effect on 

the prediction were removed from the 

features. The effect of various independent 

variables on the premium amount was also 

checked. The attributes also in 

combination were checked for better 

accuracy results. Premium amount 

prediction focuses on a person's own 

health rather than other companies' 

insurance terms and conditions. The 

models can be applied to the data collected 

in coming years to predict the premium. 

This can help not only people but also 

insurance companies to work in tandem 

for better and more health centric 

insurance amounts (Rice and Thorpe 

1993). 

 

Hence the study results produce 

clarity in performance with both 

https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/MJUZj+I6j5x
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/MJUZj+I6j5x
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/I6j5x+bCckh
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/I6j5x+bCckh
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/1I71x
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/1I71x
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/oxGF9
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/KA4SS
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/jdHnu
https://paperpile.com/c/2MxxF8/jdHnu
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experimental and statistical analysis, but it 

has some limitations to the proposed work 

such as threshold and precision. The 

accuracy level of cost prediction in health 

care using novel based  techniques can still 

be improved by implementing artificial 

intelligence techniques to predict and 

analyze results while comparing with 

existing machine learning algorithms. In 

the future, the large dataset for health 

insurance  can be considered to validate 

our proposed model with respect to recent 

scenarios (Daniel 2015).  

 

CONCLUSION 

The current study focused on 

machine learning algorithms, Decision 

Tree over Logistic Regression for higher 

classification in cost prediction. It can be 

slightly improved based on the Random 

Forest  data sets analysis in future. The 

outcome of the study shows Decision Tree 

94.3% higher accuracy than Logistic 

Regression 92.7%. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1. Health Insurance datasets with seven attributes which selects the random samples 

from a given dataset. Implement Decision Tree and Logistic Regression for each data point.  

Age Sex Bmi Children Smoker Region  Charges 

18 female 30.115 0 no North east 21344.8467 
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61 female 29.92 3 yes South east 30942.1918 

34 female 27.5 1 no South west 5003.853 

20 male 28.025 1 yes North west 17560.37975 

19 female 28.4 1 no South west 2331.519 

Table 2. Group Statistics of Decision Tree with Logistic Regression by grouping the 

iterations with Sample size 10,  Mean = 94.300 , Standard Deviation = 2.02430 , Standard 

Error Mean = 0.64014. Descriptive Independent Sample Test of Accuracy and Precision is 

applied for the dataset in SPSS. Here it specifies Equal variances with and without assuming 

a T-Test Score of two groups with each sample size of 10.  

 Group N Mean Std.Deviation Std.Error Mean 

Accuracy DT 10 94.3000 2.02430 0.64014 

LOR 10 92.7000 1.92642 0.60919 

Loss DT 10 1.4990 0.28270 0.08940 

LOR 10 2.3920 0.21107 0.6675 

 

Table 3. Independent Sample Test of Accuracy and Precision (calculate P-value <0.001 and 

Significant value= 0.864, Mean Difference= 1.600 and confidence interval = (0.88- 

0.11).Decision Tree and Logistic Regression are significantly different from each other. 
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Fig. 1.. Comparison of Decision Tree over Logistic Regression in terms of mean accuracy.It 

explores that the mean accuracy is slightly better than logistic regression and the standard 

deviation is moderately improved compared to logistic regression.Graphical representation of 

the bar graph is plotted using group id as X-axis Decision Tree vs Logistic Regression,Y-

Axis displaying the error bars with a mean accuracy of detection +/- 2 SD. 

 


